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Introduction : Heavy Water Plant Hanuguru (HWPH) comprises of two ex-
change units where enrichment of deuterium from natural concentration to 15
% concentration 1s achieved using dual temperature HJS-HJO exchange
process In three stage cascade.

In each exchange unit an Inventory of around 203 KT of H,S gas Is required
under normal operating pressure and a feed water flow rate of 450 KT/Hr 1s
required to be Maintained. In view of the large f la t rates of H2S circulating
gas, water, cooling water, steam e t c . , the line sires In Exchange unit are
quite large. Further, H2S gas being highly toxic and corrosive extreme care
1s required 1n order to ensure Integr i ty and leak tightness. While duecare
1s taken 1n material selection, design, quality surveillance e tc . , during
fabrication, certain additional measures are required to be taken during
preconmissioning of the systems handling HjS under aressure. This paper deals
with the activit ies from completion of plant erect'.an Including hydrotest-
1ng of piping by the piping contractor to the stage of t r i a l production run.

The scope of work under the piping contract was faorication and erection of
piping Including hook-up with the equipment, flushing and hydrotesting at the
pressures stipulated In under the "piping material specifications" or equip-
ment hydrotest pressure (where piping cannot be isolated from the equipment)
whichever 1s lower. In this process some of the we'd joints as well as flange
joints remain not subjected to hydrotest pressure. Such weld Joints are le f t
uninsulated and a l l the flange joints are kept urr-suiated for subjecting to
further testing. Following are the various steps i-volved.

1.0 Sensitive Leak Test (SLT):

H2S service can be considered as category H servca as per piping code ANSI
631.3. The definition of category N f lu id Is "any f lu id a single exposure
of very small quantity caused by leakage of wMcr can produce Irreversible
harm to person on breathing or bodily contact". A Decision was Made to treat
H2S as category H service and because of th is , sensitive leak test became
mandatory. Accordingly gas and bubble formation test •ethod specified in ASHE
code section v art ic le 10 was used to check the 'eak tightness of a l l the
flange jo ints , valve glands and weld jo ints wh-:.n were not subjected to
hydrotest. A solution consisting of one part of iquid detergent, one part
of glycerine and 4.5 parts of water was made use of for bubble formation
while Maintaining a pneumatic pressure of 7 Kg/cm2g -n the system.

For the purpose of SLT both the Exchange units were 3iv1ded into 23 loops. The
vent and dram headers were also Included for tlvs purpose. All the stat ic
equipment such as exchange towers, heat exchange-s, tanks e tc . , were taken
In l ine. Pumps and H25 gas boosters were separately tested for leak tightness.
Wherever leakages were found the same were attende: by retorquing the bolts
to a higher value (but maintaining within the upper l imit of 40,000 ps1 bolt
stress). In a few cases where leakages persisted sven af ter retorquing the
loop was depressurised, flange Joints were opened, ^ange faces were inspected
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and If found necessary, flange faces were rectified, new gaskets were In-
stalled and torquing was done and leakages arrested.

During the SIT 1t was noticed that some of the flange Joints were M d e with
one flange surface serrtted while the other was with • smooth finish and
spiral wound metallic gasket with asbestos filler were used. The reccmMnded
flange face finish for use of such a gasket Is a smooth finish. The discM-
pency had arisen due to the fact thst these flange joints were located where
the piping class changes and piping class on one side stipulated spiral
wound gaskets while that on the other required CAF gasket. A nock up was made
using similar flange joints to the specified value and it was established
that getting leaktight flange joints can be achieved while having the
above combination of flange faces and spiral wound Metallic gaskets with
bolt loads within the specified limit.

2.0 System Hvdrotest:

Even though the piping contractor had carried out hydrotest for the
piping fabricated and erected by him certain weld joints and flange joints
connecting the piping to the equipment were left out untested. It was
necessary to subject all such Joints to a hydrotest pressure to ensure the
Integrity of the Joints.

Each of the exchange units were divided Into 23 loops as In the case of SLT.
The hydrotest pressures were calculated as per para 345.4 of piping code ANSI
B 31.3. Wherever the boundary of the loop was a double disc, valve
either the valve was kept closed or It was opened and a spade was Inserted
on the downstream flange joint depending upon the system hydrotest pressure
for the loop. The point to be kept In mind 1s that the double disc
valves can take only a limited differential pressure across the disc and that
should not be exceeded In the system hydrotest.

The heat exchangers were taken in line for the system hydrotest. In case of
some of the heat exchangers the shell side and tube side had to be pressurised
simultaneously since the floating head could not take the full test pressure
which acts externally on 1t.

Safety valve and rupture discs were Isolated by putting Una spades. Spring
hangers on the gas lines were kept locked as the springs were not designed
for the liquid load.

The pressuMsation was carried out using valve sealant system puaps and the
pressure was maintained till the entire loop could be checked fully for the
leakages. Whenever leakages were found the system was depressurtsed and the
points were attended and repressuMzed.

Problems faced during system hydrotest:

a) Some of the large diameter gas lines were found co have no low po1ntdra1n
points. Certain additional nozzles had to be provided even at this stage.

b) Access to many of the flange joints was found not to exist. Making
temporary arrangements for leak checking both during SLT and system hydrotest
posed problems. In some cases permanent access has since been provided.
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c) The number of flange Joints provided 1n the piping system was found to be
rather too Many and It was observed that many of these could have been
eliminated. The time taken In SIT and system hydrotest could have been
reduced considerably but for the large number of flange joints In the system.

d) Many of the heat exchanger body flange joints were found to leak during
system hydrotests. It became necessary to open the flange joints, clean the
flange faces and make the joints with new gaskets. In some cases retorquing
of the studs was sufficient to make flange joints leak-tight.

3.0 N2-H20 trial runs for Exchange Un_1t :

H2S being a lethal gas 1t 1s essential that the exchange units are operated
under simulated operating conditions with an Inert gas so that any teething
troubles faced during this period could be conveniertyrectified before Intro-
ducing the lethal gas Into the system. The objective and steps followed were :

a) Test run of pumps were done to check the mechanical performance and
U s controls and Interlocks.

b) Test run of gas boosters were done to check Its operation alongwith Its
auxiliaries and Its controls and Interlocks.

c) Test run of sub section 1n cold conditions to check performance of machines
for longer duration and tunning of associated control loops.

d) Test run of sub sections at operating temperatures to check performance
of machines at nearly operating conditions, to check performance of sieve
trays and heat exchangers and tunning of associated control loops.

e) To check operation of all scram switches and dump valve operation 1n test
moae.

f) To observe the behavior of pipe supports and hangers under hot
condition and adjust the loads where required.

Major problems faced during this trial run for XU-II and the nodif 1cat1ons
carried out are highlighted as follows :

a) Many suction strainer's of the pumps got choked after a few hours of run.
Since no measurement of OP across the strainer has been provided this choking
ecu Id be known by fall 1n suction pressure / pump flow. In most of these cases
strainers were found In bulged condition. This was due to their Inadequacy to
withstand high differential pressure. Slowly these strainers are being re-
placed with more sturdy design.

b) In a few pumps leakage through Inboard / outboard seal was observed soon
after the pump had been started. It was found that In some cases this had
haopend either due to '0' ring expansion or Its flattening or due to cracking
of the seal faces.
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c) It was observed that booster suction / discharge valves once Isolated and
sealed are not opening «ven when both sides are under pressurised condition.
This wets due to high sealant pressure. This necessiated to reduce the bonnet
pressure before opening. The suitable Modification was Incorporated to over-
come this problem.

d) Accumulator bladder systen provided 1n seal oil system was found to be very
unsatisfactory. Soae bladders were found to have fallen down from the vulca-
nised joint of top holding nozzle during test run and some were later found
during N2 - H20 test run. The failure could be due to excessive contraction,
sudden contraction or enlargement and leaving then In filled condition without
bottoa oil back up. The failure of bladder when 1t falls down from the vulca-
nised Joint closing the puppet valve at accumulator bottom Is expectea to lead*6

either excessive pressure drop across seal chamber and consequent leakage of
gas or machine may starve for oil. Due to these problems bladders have been
removed from the system. To avoid contamination of seal oil an Inert gas
Introduction Is being thought of which will be Implemented after evaluating
Its cost Implication.

c) It has been experienced In Heavy Water Plant, Kota that a faster pressuri-
sation or heating of waste stripper heat exchangers can result 1n leakages
from the flange joints. For this purpose a slow heating line was provided.

f) On a few occasions large quantities of water was observed In suction line
of gas booster. This was traced to high level 1n purge tower during malfun-
tioning of the control valve as the gas entry point to Purge Tower Is provided
from booster suction line and at an eWvation lower than the locafon where
high level a Irani Is provided. A Inverted *U' loop was Installed a'009 with
logic modification to close Inlet valve isolation gas entry to purge *.ower in
case of high level In It.

g) During trial run on several occasions, booster used to trip with no indica-
tion except remote trip. Event Sequence Recorder (ESR) also used to show no
fault. As per the logic as soon as the booster trips suction and aiscnarge
valves close automatically which also gives remote trip signal in ESfl and
local control panel. Since ESR was wired only to Indicate the status sf valves
when it Is either fully closed or fully open 1t was diffcuit to Identify the
causa of trip. Therefore, modification 1n ESR recordings was done to indicate
open indication failure event for all the gas valves. This recording was
helpful 1n identifying some of the trips due to malfunctioning 2f limit
switches of these valves.

h) As per the design all the panel mounted Instruments 1n CCR wou*o remain
stay put position whenever power supply to that instrument falls. This was
causing difficulty for the operating staff to take timely action. A T instru-
ments have now been provided with front 'LEO' Indication which will be off
whenever power fails to that Instrument.

1) It was revealed during cold run of 3rd stage that dump tank pumo is sized
for 4.5KT/hr Instead of 25 to 30 MT/hr and therefore not suitable for startup
of 3rd stage in closed loop. A new line was; laid from dump tank to 3rd stage
cold tower bottom pump to circumvent this problem.
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J) For disposal of condensate from the wast« stripper overhead gas line a
catchpot Is provided with on/off level control valve which actuates on high
level arid closes on low level. Due to large capacity of the control valve It
was found that before It could close, cbtchpot becom empty and H,S gas with
steam gat vented. To avoid such situation an orifice of 1.8 wn d1a was In-
stalled and downstream piping of 4* size was changed to tubing of 1/2* size.
With this Modification the control valve was able to close at required level.

k) Seal provided In liquid Inlet of reboiler and expansion loop In vapour
outlet were causing build up of high level 1n product stripper due to thermal
expansion of liquid during start-up at total reflux operation. A bypass valve
1n the inlet U n a and change of layout of vapour outlet line solved this
problem.

1) On partial loads (I.e. less than 40X load) poor controllability of Masts
stripper level was observed. Besides this severe cavitation and noise were
also observed down stream of the control valve. Extensiva damage was observed
on the ball and seat of the both control valves after completion of hot run.
Therefore an additional orifice sized for 50X flow was Incorporated as bypass
arrangement which reduced cavitation and controllability problem for the
control valve. However cavitation and noise problem downstream of the orifice
still exist.

4.0 'Hold en Test* of Exchange Units:

The objective of 'hold on test' was to establish the total leak rate of the
entire exchange unit under normal operating pressure. Though this 1s not a
requirement as per the piping code this test was felt necessary to get an
Idea about the total leakages of H2S to the plant from various points
susceptible to leakage In view of the lethal nature of the H2S. In this test
the entire plant was pressurised to around 18 Kg/org pressure and held at
that pressure for over 72 hrs. and drop in pressure was recorded.

The following are the details of the test earned out In exchange un1t-I.

a) All the process equipments Including pumes, boosters, neat exchangers,
tanks, towers and piping and process drains, enriched drain and vent
headers were taken In-line. Suitability of vent and drain headers for •
pressure of IB kg/cmzg was checked as these lines are designed for -a lower
pressure.

b) Liquid levels 1n the towers and tanks were maintained at the lowest possi-
ble level under normal operating condition.

c) All liquid Unas were left 1n liquid filled condition except for hot
tower redrculation and hot tower transfer loops where two phases are possi-
ble. For these lines alongwith heat exhehangers water was drained and pressu-
rised with nitrogen.

d) All the Instruments Including transmitters were taken In line.

e) The piping downstream of one of the safety relief valves at each location
was disconnected to keep one safety relief valv« 1n line during hold on test.
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f) A master pressure gauge with a least count of 0.1 ps1. was connected to
the gas phase. Provision for measurement of tower temperature was existing.

i

g) Booster seal oil system and pump sealant system were kept operating
during the hold on test.

h) The system was pressurised from the HP nitrogen plant to the requisite
pressure.

1) Leakages at the flange joints were checked again and wherever required
retorquing of the flange joint was done.

j ) The pressure readings of the master pressure gauge and the corresponding
tower temperatures were recorded, along with the ambient temperature. With
this data the rate of leakage of nitrogen could be estimated.

I t was found that the leak rate was quite low and could aeet the stipulation
of Project Design Safety Committee. I t was also noted that certain provisions
1n the system could be made so that conducting hold on test becomes quite
easy.

The permissible leak rate across the seats of the double disc being
quite considerable, relying on valves as terminal point for the hold on test
is likely to result In a larger leakage rate being Indicated 1n this test.
To overcome this, I t Is necessary to line blinds after the terminal valves.
Provision of figure eight blinds at al l such locations will make the job
simpler. This could be planned at the design stage Itself for future plants.

5.0 Protective film formation :

After successful completion of precomn1ss1on1ng activities, preconditioning of
carbon steel surfaces In H~S atmosphere was carried out for the formation of
protective film of adherent Iron sulphide. The details of the procedure of
protective film formation and experience gained 1s dealt 1n separate paper.

Conclusion : With the experience of commissioning of Heavy Mater Plant (Kota)
and Manuguru, the procedures for precommissioning and commissioning are well
established. Improvements required In process packages are also Identified.
With this experience the overall time schedule for the commissioning of
future plants can be curtailed.


